
Advantages:

1 Continual insight into 
actual stock levels

2 Pick orders more quickly 
3 Support in receiving 

products, counts and  
sales orders  

4 Registration of SSCC at 
order picking

5 Support in printing 
barcode labels 

Exact Globe Next | Warehouse Management System (WMS) Lite

Speed and reliability are becoming more and more important, 
also in smaller warehouses. To be able to offer your customers 
the best service possible, you need insight into your actual 
stock levels. Exact offers you a new and simple solution for 
barcode scanning. E-WMS Lite ensures you always have 
up-to-date warehouse information. This stops people from 
making mistakes when picking orders, increases your delivery 
reliability and reduces manual labour. 

E-WMS Lite: for all your employees
Accurate and actual information 
on your stock for warehouse 
employees, office personnel (like 
sales) and the CEO – all combined 
in one simple and user friendly 
system. That’s E-WMS Lite. 
Everyone has access to the same 
information by using Exact Globe 
Next. Empower your warehouse 
personnel to carry out tasks  
efficiently and benefit from  
management level insight into 
your stock at all times. 

 - In the warehouse your people 
know where to find products 
quickly and what the stock lev-
els are. Picking errors no longer 
occur. With full control over 
your warehouse realized, your 
employees will never need to 
see an empty shelf again. 

 - Your sales team  wants to keep 
the promises they made to 
your customers. And now they 
can, thanks to insight into the 

actual stock levels. When your 
delivery reliability is high, there 
will be fewer return issues. That 
saves a lot of effort and increases 
customer satisfaction.

 - The CEO has one goal: offer 
the best customer service. This 
increases loyalty that can drive 
further success for the business. 
An efficient and manageable 
warehouse is essential. With 
E-WMS Lite your stock 
information is real time and 
more reliable.  

Quickly handle received orders
You want to register received 
products as quickly as possible 
and have them added to your 
actual stock. That goes without 
saying. With E-WMS Lite for 
Exact Globe Next orders are sent 
automatically to the handheld 
scanner in the warehouse. And 
when you don’t receive the 
amount of products you ordered, 

Gaining control over your warehouse
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you will receive a notification on the scanner so you 
can take appropriate action immediately.

Picking sales orders more quickly
Your order picking is more efficient and precise 
than ever before. With E-WMS Lite warehouse 
employees receive picking advice on their barcode 
scanners. The scanner then sorts out the items per 
warehouse location. The picking advice on the 
scanner also takes the end date of a series or batch 
into account. Urgent orders are placed on the top of 
the picking advice list to make sure they are handled 
as quickly as possible. That way you end up with 
happy customers. 

Shipping
E-WMS Lite supports the international Serial 
Shipping Container Code (SSCC). This enables 
you to trace your pallets, boxes or containers with a 
barcode. E-WMS Lite also ensures that delivery notes 
are printed automatically, and it supports barcode 
labelling. Furthermore, the system is integrated 
with EDI for the electronic transmission of several 
message types. 

Control over your warehouse
Exact WMS Lite improves your logistic processes. 
You are able to work faster and with fewer mistakes. 
And you’ve got the insight into the actual flow of 
products within your business. With a quick and 
efficient process you continually work on improving 
your customer service. 
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Exact Globe Next offers 4 different modules 
for Warehouse Management. Pick the 
module that suits you best. 

E-WMS Lite
The easy and effective solution to gain  
more insight into stock levels. With among  
other things:

 - Registration of receipt
 - Sales order picking with picking advice
 - Counts
 - Barcode labelling / BarTender integration
 - Serial and batch number registration
 - SSCC registration
 - Automatic printing of delivery note

E-WMS I
Solution for more extensive warehouse 
management with – among other things – 
more flexible location management, route 
optimization, cross docking, transfers 
(between affiliates) and purchasing advice. 

E-WMS II 
Most extensive solution for Warehouse 
Management, specifically designed for the 
completely automated warehouse. With – 
among other things – SKU Management, stock 
replenishment and the Pick and Pack option. 

E-WMS Productie
The WMS solution for manufacturers with 
– among other things – usage and receipt 
registration per production order. 

For more information please see our website: exact.com
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